
Stained Glass

Comforting art is that which is very easy to react to. I might be tempted to 
say the Serrano Piss Christ is comforting art, in that everyone knows what 
they think about it. They’re not challenged in the slightest – 90% of them 
think it’s blasphemous and a few like me, think well, it might not be – it 
might be a rather ham-fisted attempt to preach about the need for 
reverence – not a very gifted young man, but he’s trying his best. But that’s
comforting art, you see, because it’s so easy to have an opinion and a 
reaction. … (Jesse Helms the American conservative) think’s he’s right, and 
he hasn’t had to think about it. It’s obvious to him (that it’s blasphemous) 
and that’s comforting to him. 

Sister Wendy Beckett
Art Critic and Nun 

There is journalism that frames the world of online video gaming as a dangerous addictive mega 
church. Stories of Chinese teenagers in diapers are curious and compelling. And suicide notes, in 
the voice of avatars, describing the joy of meeting friends in cyber heaven, seem stunningly tragic.
Eighteen year old Devin Moore, a Grand Theft Auto obsessive, gifted the media with sensational 
last words before being sentenced to his death by lethal injection. “Life is a video game,” he said,  
“Everyone’s got to die sometime.”

A Body Farm is a research facility where forensic anthropologists can study the rates and 
processes of bodily decay under various conditions. Forty percent of the human bodies that are 
observed transitioning through the “fresh stage”, the “bloating stage”, “decay” and the “dry stage” 
have been pre-donated by the individuals themselves before their own death. 

And it seems perfectly reasonable to speak of an artist as a cultural analogue to the microbes, larvae, 
insects and bacteria that feed upon these bodies, reconstituting organic matter and enabling 
environmental detritus to be consumed anew. In fact, it’s more than pleasing to regard Timmy van 
Zoelen as a kind of detritivore – perhaps jelly rot fungus or dog vomit slime mould?

There have been many incarnations of this printed text. The first took the form of an unspoken and 
disconnected conversation between a church going mother and her pongy teenage son. They both have 
uncomfortable relationships to his obviously regular masturbation rituals, and her escapist 
Catholicism. Her fingers play with beads and moral sweat under the blue glow of Mary’s virginal glass 
robes. His fingers sketch out his favourite gaming NPCs in coy, compromising and deliciously 
impossible, physical positions. His online girlfriends ask him to superimpose their faces on to his 
rendering of Gwynevere’s huge tits. The second life of this text was a bitchy Twitch chat room, in which 
Randooomed, Theoldspyceguy, AngelOfDeath1000,   UnicornDev  ,   jesusondeck   and ElderscrollsAdmin troll each 
other forever. They try to goad Moobot into live streaming drunk and the conversation turns to cosplay 
puns and their favourite Japanese pop songs about gay ghouls and goblins. Another aborted foetus of a 
text consisted of an audio guide tour though the ornate ruins of the first Server-Cathedral, that same 
Server-Cathedral that housed the remnants of the epic coloured windows of Blizzard Inc., featuring 



heroic depictions of legendary industry animators, and were encased in endless winding corridors of 
wax work reconstructions of the top professional gamers of the early 21st century.  

The fact that it was difficult to choose one path says something about the layers of signifiers and 
emblems at play in the work. It also alludes to the ways we feel ourselves, and the images of ourselves, 
shifting and morphing. We are meltings just as wax and glass are slow liquids and we need multiple 
endings. The beingness of Death or Time or Entropy or Change is not just represented in the image of a 
skull. Allegories are not just educational or moral. Entertainment and lifestyle is a soup of really real 
digital fantasies and an exploded pantheon of ghosts of folklore and myths of histories, all being drunk 
up and wanked and spat into by human fans and everyday global streamers. Everything, even ‘real’ 
drinks that you can buy in shops can be understood as a chain of vying emblems. Your character swigs 
from their Life Flask while you down a can of Energy. Fizzy pop alchemy has collapsed the visual codes 
of advertising and marketing, or is it the other way round? It doesn’t matter: the night shop drinks 
chiller is as pretty as the windows of Notre Dame. 



I’m becoming so enticed by the prospect of drop dead gorge on us games, and of never being 
comfortable and of always looking like I’m sitting still – but actually having a continuous finger reaction 
speed of over 300 key taps per minute! – that Piss Christ seems as slow and static to me as the giant 
gelatinous cube from Dungeons and Dragons.  
   

 


